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NEW QUESTION: 1
Primary Permissions list grants ____.
A. Scheduler Authorizations
B. Query Security
C. Global Security
D. Department Security
E. Integration Broker Security
F. Job Code Security

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following standard indicators influence the
pricing procedure determination in a sales document?
A. Division and material pricing procedure
B. Account assignment group and material pricing procedure
C. Plant and customer pricing procedure
D. Distribution channel and customer pricing procedure
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the administrator of your company network. You use
Server 2008 to develop a Business Intelligence (BI) solution.
And you want to deploy a new database that contains a cube to
the SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) instance. And the
cube contains three Type 1 slowly hanging dimensions. The
database is updated everyday by adding 4,800 rows of data every
hour. Now you have to make sure two things, one is the cube
must contain up-to-date data at all times, the other is, during
cube processing, the users are able to access the cube. So what
should you do to achieve this two?
A. You should utilize the automatic multidimensional online
analytical processing (MOLAP) cube storage model.
B. You should utilize the hybrid online analytical processing
(HOLAP) cube storage model. Use the snapshot isolation level in
the relational database that the cube is
C. You should utilize the relational online analytical
processing (ROLAP) cube storage model.
D. You should utilize the hybrid online analytical processing
(HOLAP) cube storage model. Use SQL Server 2008 Integration
Services (SSIS) pipeline tasks to
Answer: C
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